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Abstract This paper proposes two new methods for optimizing objectives and constraints. The GP approach is very general and
hardware resources in finite wordlength implementation of it allows us to solve optimally the relaxed wordlength
multiple-output (MO) linear time invariant systems. The determination problem of MO LTI systems subject to a
hardware complexity is measured by the exact internal prescribed output accuracy or bit budget (total wordlength). The
wordlength used for each intermediate data. The first method hardware complexity is measured by the exact internal
relaxes the wordlength from integer to real-value and formulates wordlength for each intermediate data and the output accuracy is
the design problem as a geometric programming, from which an determined statistically by its output noise power resulting from
optimal solution of the relaxed problem can be determined. The the rounding operations. Note that our approach can be regarded
second method is based on a discrete optimization method called as a generalization of the approach in [4] where only SO LTI
the Marginal Analysis method, and it yields the desired systems were considered. While undesirable negative solution
wordlengths in integer values. By combining these two methods, may appear in Lagrange multiplier method in [4] for low target
a hybrid method is also proposed, which is found to be very bit accuracy or bit budget, it can be completely avoided by
effective for large scale MO systems. Design example shows imposing appropriate constraints under the GP framework. Since
that the proposed algorithms offer better results and a lower the solution of the GP approach is generally not integer-valued,
design complexity than conventional methods. it has to be rounded to integers for practical implementation.
Motivated by the Marginal Analysis (MA) method in [4], we
I. INTRODUCTION further extended it to MO LTI systems where the solution is
When implementing digital filters, coefficient round-off and integer-valued. The basic idea is to increase the wordlength of
signal round-off errors are two main sources of error [1]. The one of the rounding sources successively in order to lower the
former happens when the real-valued coefficients of a digital output round-off noise power as much as possible, until the
filter are rounded to their fixed-point .representations.tosimplify given bit accuracy or bit budget is met. A simple but effectivefiler re ouned e i repesetatonsto if hybrid approach is also proposed where the GP solution is used
the hardware implementation. A pioneer work in addressing the
coeff t r f pas the initial guess to the MA algorithm to further reduce the
cefitersientround- problemand2whefienth raliticoeffdigientsale computational time. Design results show that the MA method
fitepreseedu t Limetoaowhereofth filPTe coefficientscar gives the closest integer solution to the optimal GP solution and
reprsgnted as. psum-ofw. Sinof-two (SoP ) goricanon has a much lower design time than the random search algorithm.signed digi reesenTatonsfice ten, vriosah.' The hybrid method reduces the design time further, whiledetermining these SOPOT coefficients were proposed. acivn an alos idnia. eromne
achieving an almost identical performance.
On the other hand, signal round-off error occurs when The paper is organized as follows: Section JJ gives an
overflow occurs due to insufficient internal wordlength and overview of GP. The signal round-off error model and overflowimproper scaling; and when rounding is performed for long handling are briefly reviewed in Section III. Section IVintermediate data after multiplications with the filter describes the proposed algorithms for determining the internalcoefficients. To satisfy a given output accuracy, one usually wordlength using the GP and MA methods. This is then
employs a fixed and long wordlength for all intermediate data,
which increases the hardware complexity. In [3], a flexible followed ample acompain to iateythe
approach using a random search algorithm was proposed to cins eo roaches n Secton V. Fnally,
minimize the hardware complexity of a two-channel filter bank
(FB) system while satisfying the given output accuracy. II. OVERVIEW OF GEOMETRIC PROGRAMMING
However, its searching time will increase considerably when
large number of variables is involved since the searching method Geometric programming (GP) has recently received
is random in nature. A more recent work in [4] recognized the considerable attention as a flexible and powerful framework for
close relationship between the wordlength determination solving a wide variety of engineering problems. Interested
problem and bit allocation problem for data compression [5] - readers are referred to [9] and references therein for more
[7] and proposed two algorithms, namely Lagrange multiplier information of GP. Before proceeding to standard formulation of
and marginal analysis methods, to solve the problem. These a GP problem, two types of typical functions used in GP, namely
approaches are very effective and they are well-suited to large monomial and posynomial functions, are first introduced. A
scale single-output (SO) linear time invariant (LTI) systems. monomial function, p(x) , of N real positive variables,
Unfortunately, they cannot be directly applied to multiple-output x = (x1..,xN), has the form:
(MO) LTI systems, because it gives rise to a set of nonlinear
equations which has to be solved using numerical method. p(x) = CXI1 X§2 .. XaN
In this paper, we reformulate the wordlength determination where c >0 and an is a real number for n =1,.....................N . A
problem as a geometric programming (GP) problem by relaxing posynomial function, q(x) , is a sum of monomial functions
the wordlength from integer to real-value. The main advantage with the form:
of GP is that the problem is convex and the global optimal K K
solution, if it exists, is guaranteed. Furthermore, additional q(x) = p>LP(X) -cxlx2>L....._..... XaN.
constraints can be imposed readily to meet different designk= kl
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In the standard form of GP, a posynomial objective function of possible to determine whether signal overflow will occur at a
design variables x = (x1 ... ,xN), qo(x), is minimized subject to particular adder using the LI scaling measure. More precisely,
a series of posynomial inequality constraints and monomial the input signal x[n] is assumed to take on its maximum value
equality constraints having the form q. (x) < 1 and pi (x) = 1, denoted by Xmax . Then, the maximum value after implementing
respectively. That is: the k-th impulse response coefficient of the target system is
min qo(x) bounded by:
X k
subject to q,(x) <1, 1=1.Nq, Ymax,k = XmaxYJh[n]J. (4)
Pi (x) = , i=l
,, Using (4), it is possible to determine the worst-case integer
Xn > 0, n = 1.N. wordlength of each adder and hence the size of its output register
Since the GP problem is convex, the optimality of the solution, if to avoid signal overflow. There is, however, an option to retain
there is any, can be guaranteed. Moreover, GP can be solved or decrease the number of bits in the fractional part, depending
efficiently even with large number of variables and constraints on the required output accuracy. To determine this option, we
[9]. can imagine that a noise is generated by the rounding option and
the minimum acceptable wordlength is then determined as if it
III. SIGNAL ROUND-OFF AND OVERFLOW ANALYSIS was a rounding source due to multiplication. If the minimum
A.- Signal Round-off Analysis wordlength obtained is larger than the existing wordlength, then
the wordlength has to be increased. Otherwise, rounding can be
Signal round-off errors occur due to rounding of the performed if the additional noise generated does not violate the
intermediate signal after multiplications. Since the exact round- prescribed accuracy. In IIR filters, scaling is usually performed
off errors are difficult to analyze, they are usually treated as at certain stages of the system to avoid overflow. Since scaling is
uncorrelated white noises. In fixed-point arithmetic, each a multiplication operation, it can be treated similarly by our
intermediate signal can be represented in the form of < I F >, model.
where I is the number of integer bits including the sign bit and F
is the number of fractional bits. If F bits are rounded to B bits, IV. WORDLENGTH DETERMINATION
where B < F, then the quantization noise is assumed to have a A. -Geometric Programming Problem Formulation
zero mean and a variance Pe~equal to:
The problem of determining the wordlengths for a givenj2 2-2(B-1) 2-2B e72p 1= 1 = (1) output noise power 0e2 = Pj at thej-th output can be formulated
where 4 = 2-(B-i) Witou lssof l~ onidr he as the following constrained optimization problem:where J= 2--1. Without loss of generality, consider theM
round-off noise model of a J-output MO LTI system in Fig. 1, min fO(b) = E bi = wTb
where the signals to be quantized are si[n] for i=1.MM M (5)
is the total number of rounding sources. From (1), if si [n] is subject to fj (b) = cj2-2b -P <.0, j = 1, ..J
rounded to b bits, then the variance of the quantization error, where w is a constant weight vector, and b is the variable
ei[n], is given by 2-2b, /3. Note that this error can affect more vector representing the fractional part of the internal
than one output depending on the internal structure of the wordlengths to be determined. In most cases, wi are chosen as
system, such as the radix-p Fast Fourier Transform and one for all i. If we allow b to take on real values instead of
polyphase structured M-channel FB systems. Let the transfer integer values and consider only one output (i.e. J = 1), then the
function from s [n] to the j-th output yj [n] be Hji() , minimization problem in (5) can be solved analytically using the
i=. M and j= .J. Furthermore, we assume that the method of Lagrange multiplier [4]. However, for extremely large
noise sources are uncorrelated. Hence the variance of the output target variance or low bit accuracy, negative solution may
noise at yj [n] can be expressed as follows: appear, which should be avoided.In this paper, we shall reformulate the above problem as a
M 2 1M b 2b,
=72 32= , 2 1=1.J, (2) GP problem. Define a new variable xi = 22b then the objective
function in (5) can be written as:
where __ H (a9)2 d2o=Yhjjk]; H () is the wMFM(2In2) wi/(2ln2 (
J1 = 2'z -'~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~ k /~~=1 /=1 L= i'
transfer function from si(n) to yj(n); and hji (k) is the Since the logarithm function is monotonic, minimizing f(x) is
impulse response corresponding to Hj1X (c). The accuracy at the equivalent to minimizing the following monomial:
j-th output, in terms of the number of fractional bits, is then g0 (x) = (x ) /(2n2)
approximately given by: =1
A, 10 [log10 (02 ) + log10 (3)] /6 bits, i=1.J. (3) Similarly the constraints, f, (b) , can be written as:
It should be noted that the larger the number of noise sources, gj(x) 1 Lcxxl'.l,j==1... . ........J,(8)
the lower will be the accuracy. The noise power can however be 3PJ. i=1
reduced by increasing the internal wordlengths for the fractional where gj(x) are posynomial functions. This is a standard
bits, at the expense of increased hardware complexity. prbe an iscvx.M eor
B. Overflow Handling ~~~~~geometric programming polmadi ovx oevrB. OverflowHandl1ng
~~~~~~~undesirable negative result of bi can be completely avoided by
Signal overflows occur when the allocated wordlength of the imposing the constraints x/ > 1 i = 1.................,MHence, the
integer bits is insufficient to accommodate the growth in integer euvln Ppolmi ie y
wordlength of the signal after additions. In FIR filters, it iS
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min g0(x) Note that bi 's are both non-negative and integer-valued. A
x
subject to gj(x)<., j=1,...=1 , (9) similar algorithm for minimizing 7e subject to a given bit
xi 21, =.M. budget BPec can be derived as follows:
Alternatively, we can minimize 072 j = 1.J, subject to
a given bit budget: Yw b =Bpec Since each noise source 0 (or b, floor(b7') I/from(12))
would affect more than one output, the design problem is while(Ewu <BsP)
equivalent to: compute k = arg max
min max{-c12j ,2j=21 (10) max c (2 2(b +1) - 22b) 1
3 i7i (II)ma J
subject to , wb, = Bspeci=i bk bk + I
Using again the change of variable, the constrained minimization 2
prolemabve an e riten s ollws Table 2: Minimization of S7ej subject to prescribed bit budget Bspec.problem above c b written as follows:
m* mx iM -1 .=1 Again, b are both non-negative and integer-valued. Formin max Y,cj' x,j 1 .......,JD
x 3X=1i7i Z J multiplier-less realization using SOPOT coefficients, one can
subject to e Bec M w /(21n2) 1 (11) easily compute the wordlength required to achieve a givenf1 (xi) output error variance. Once it is determined, the exact roundingi=i
xi .1, 1=1.M. operation at each node can be determined and hence the
It is shown in [9] that the objective function in (11) can also be complexity of the adders and registers can be determined
handled using GP by introducing new variables and bounding exactly. The overflow prevention can also be determined
constraints. Here, we introduce a new variable t and rewrite (11) according to section Ill-B if the maximum input format is
as follows: known. Finally, the algorithms described in sections IV-A and
min t IV-B can be combined to yield a hybrid algorithm, which
shortens significantly the search time, as we shall illustrate in
subject to -M cji -1 t, j= .J, next section.
e specfl(Xi)M/(2In2)= (12) V. DESIGN EXAMPLE
i=i In this example, all wordlength determination algorithms,
xi1, 1.M, including the random search algorithm proposed in [3], are
which is also a standard GP. It should be noted that the solutions implemented using Matlab Ver. 6.0 in a Pentium 4 personal
of GP formulation above and the method of Lagrange multiplier computer. The GP optimization was carried out using the
in [4] bi are real-valued. To obtain an integer solution, a simple MOSEK Matlab Toolbox [10] and it took a few seconds to
way is to round the solutions to the next largest integers. On the obtain a solution. For comparison purposes, the hardware
other hand, as pointed out in [4], the wordlength determination implementation issue of a two-channel structural perfect
problem for SO LTI system is similar to the classical problem in reconstruction FB [11] having the same specification of example
signal compression and hence another method based on the MA 1 in [3] was considered. Fig. 2 shows the structure of the
s method [6], [7] can be used to obtain the integer solution. Next, analysis bank under consideration, which are parameterized by
we shall extend this approach to MO LTI systems. two subfilters ,(z) and a(z) It can be seen that the internal
B.- Bit Allocation Algorithm wordlengths of the former would affect the accuracy of both
outputs. Since the coefficients of both subfilters are fixed, they
To solve the problem in (5) using the MA method, the can be implemented without any multiplications using SOPOT
variable b, is first initialized to zero. Then the algorithm representation. Table 3 summarizes the SOPOT coefficients of
allocates one bit to one of b/ 's until the target noise powers at all 8(z) and a(z) Furthermore, by implementing the filters using
outputs are met. In each step, the one with the largest reduction multiplier-block (MB) [12], significant savings in hardware
in total noise power at on of the outpresources can be achieved. Once the SOPOT coefficients are
itoeta nise pe inceat boneo t.e o t is secteda, it determined, the transfer functions of these filters are known. Thebe by e bit.,Mre ps ely,w internal wordlength are then minimized subject to the prescribed
16-bit accuracy using the random search algorithm. The results
so obtained are summarized as follows: wTb = 544;;72
0 b,= O; (or b, = floor(b,"7' );/ll/from (9)) | 0.308 x100(IA =16.723);A= =0.648x10i 0 (A2 =16.186 )
while ( cji 2-2bi > Pji 1.J) { and the computational time is about 5 minutes. Interested reader3=17 A , r) -1 -are referred to [3] for more details regarding the design aspects
compute k =argmaxX of the two-channel FB, such as the determination of SOPOT
c (2-2(bi+1) -2-2bi) l coefficients and the optimization of the internal wordlengthsXimax{J," = 1, 1J subject to the prescribed output accuracy using the random
( wi 0 ~ ~~search algorithm. Next we shall employ the proposed
bk e-bk ± 1 ;} wordlength determination algorithms to solve the same problem.
With the same specification in [3], there are totally M= 29
Table 1: Minimization of wTb subject to prescribed noise power P7j rounding sources in the FB in Fig. 2. Using the GP formulation
in (9), the optimal wordlength format for each intermediate
signal is obtained and the optimal value of wTb is found to be
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518.9. Note that the GP algorithm also works well for a large- [9] S. Boyd, S.-J. Kim, L. Vandenberghe, and A. Hassibi "A
scale system, thanks to the efficiency and reliability of GP. tutorial on geometric programming," 2004. Available from
However, as mentioned earlier, the entries of the vector b are www.stanford.edu/-boyd/gp_tutorial.html.
not integer-valued. Therefore, for practical implementation, they [10] MOSEK ApS. The MOSEK Optimization Tools Version 2.5.
. ' . ' ~~~~~~User's Manual and Reference, 2002. Available fromare rounded to the closest integer just larger than them such that www.msek.com.
www.mosek.com.
the 16-bit accuracy is still met. The corresponding value of wTb [11] S. M. Phoong, C. W. Kim, P.P. Vaidyanathan and R. Ansari,
becomes 491 and the output noise powers 072 and 0.2 (output "A new class of two-channel biothogonal filter banks and
el e2 wavelet bases," IEEE Trans. Signal Processing, vol. 43, pp.
accuracies Al and A2 ) are respectively decreased (increased) to 649-664, Mar. 1995.
0.170xIO-10 and 0.338xIO-10 (17.155 and 16.657). For the [12] A. G. Dempster and M. D. Macleod, "Use of minimum-adder
multiplier blocks in FIR digital filters," IEEE Trans. CAS. II,MA method, we obtain the following results in Table vol. 42, pp. 569-577, Sept. 1995.
4: wTb=525; o72 =0.170x 10-0 ( Al =17.155 ); =
0.810xI 100 (A2 =16.023) and the computation time is about |-- (
0 2______2___7__2 ___70.7 second. This algorithm gives the closest integer solution to 1
-2-3+2-6-2-8 2-5_2_-7
the optimal GP solution among the three algorithms studied and 2 2-1+2-5+2-8 -2-4+2-6-2-8
also has a much lower computational time than the random 3 2-o-2-2-2-6 2-4+2-6+2-8
search algorithm. In order to avoid overflow, the worst-case 4 -2-2-2-4+2-7 2-2+22-4+2-7
integer bit format of each intermediate signal can then be 5 22-25-2 5_-2_-7 2-1+2_-3 _2_-6
calculated as described in section IV-B, assuming that the input 6 2_-3 _2_-5 2-1+2_-3+2-5
signal x[n] has a format of <1/13>, i.e. 14 bits 7 |
-2-52-8 2-3-2-±9
with xmax =0.99988. The outputs y1 [n] and y2 [n] are found to 2-4 _2_-4__2_-6
have wordlength formats of <3/19> and <4/19>, respectively. 10 -2-5-2-6+2-8 2-4-2-6+2-9
The wordlength formats of each output are also shown in Fig. 2. 11 2-5-2-7 2-5+2-8
In the hybrid approach, the solution obtained from (9) is used as 12 2-6 2-6
an initial guess to the MA method. This further reduces the 13
_2-8
computational time of the M\A method. Moreover, it is expected 14 2.8
that the computational saving would be substantial when the Table 3. SOPOT coefficients of /(z) and a(z)
hybrid approach is applied to large scale MO LTI systems.
VI. CONCLUSION Timen Output bit accuracy
Two novel methods for the wordlength determination ofMO A1 AX
LTI systems subject to a prescribed output accuracy or bit Random search algorithm [3] -5 mm 544 16.723 16.186
budget are presented. The first one is able to determine an GP solution -0.4 sec 518.9 16.464 16.000
optimal solution of this problem using GP, assuming that the Rounded GP solution -0.4 sec 538 17.155 16.657
wordlength is a real-valued quantity. The second one is based on Marginal Analysis algorithm
-0.7 sec 525 17.155 16.023
the MA method and gives integer-valued solution. A hybrid Hybridapproach i-0.Ssec 525 | 17.15 | 16.023
method, which combines these methods, is also proposed for
large scale MO systems. Using the two-channel FB as an Table 4. Summary of design results.
example, design results show that proposed approaches offer
better results and a lower design complexity than conventional el[n] e2[n] eM[n]
methods.
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